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WOFFORD LW HER LOYAL SONS 
"His Loyalty he kept, his Jove, his zeal." 
---1Milton. 
Ye beacon~bearers of the sacred flame, 
That caught from Wofford's torch its nascent fire.-
Ye Joyal sons, fresb homage now proclaim, 
And sing her virtues to the sweet-strung lyre! 
What tho rare Avon's sonnet waft the note, 
Be wing so white, that golden truth conveys, 
Whereon her honors may not worthy float? 
Or dulcet tongue too true to voice her praise? 
And unto you, her mantled sons, wb.o feel 
Her spirit's throb, this charge hath ever been: 
Go forth Jove-fraught to serve with faith and zeal; 
Live God's own truth; and fashion God-like men. 
No Croesus' pile tor you, nor sculptured stone, 
But guerdon rich and full in Heaven's "W.ell done." 
Wm. G. Blake, '83. 
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY BY WOFFORD COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG. S- C. 
Entered at the Poetoffice at Spartanburc, S. C., aa aecond cla .. 
matter, May 17, 1916, under Act of ConcreH Aue. 24, 1912. 
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OFFICERS OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, 1917-18 
President-T. G. Herbert, '90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florence, S. c. 
First Vice-President-S. H. McGhee,_ '95 . . . . Greenwood, 1S. c. 
•second Vice~President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------
Secretary and Treasurer-A. G. Rembert, '84 . Spartanburg, S. c. 
•Alumni Orator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEF.: 
President, Vice-Presidents, Secretary and Treasurer, Ex-Officio. 
Warren DuPre, '78 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
J. C. Rogers, '98 . . . . . . Florence, S. t!. 
B. H. Brown, '02 . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . Spartanbur.g, S. C. 
DIRECTORY OF COUNTY.•ASSOCIATIONS 
Anderson-President, S. L. Prince, Anderson, S. C.; ,Secretary and 
Treasurer, F. W. Felkel, Anderson, S. C. 
Greenwood-President, W. W. Nickels, Greenwood, S. C.; .Secretary 
and Treasurer, 0. M. Dantzler, Greenwood, S. C. 
Laurens-President, W. H. Dial, Laurens, S. C.; Secretary and 
Treasurer, E. F. Lucas, Spartanburg, S. C. 
'Marlon-Dillon-President, T. B. Hamer, Marion, S. C.; Secretary 
and Treasurer, T. C. Easterling, Marion, S. C. 
Marlboro-President, J . C. Covington, Clio, S. C.; Secretary and 
Treasurer, J. C. Moore, McColl, S. C. 
Orangeburg-President, (*); ,Secretary and Treasurer, A. W. Sum-
mers, Orangeburg, S. C. 
(•) To be appointed later. 
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GREETINGS FROM PRESIDENT HERBERT 
Dear Fellow Alumni: 
By the revolution of the "Constitution Wheel" I find 
myself President of the Alumni Association. Every year 
for now twenty-seven years I have had a desire to be with 
"The Boys" at old Wofford again, but with one exception 
other duties have kept me elsewhere. 
Last year I had the honor of being First Vice-President 
and this year, as I understand it, by virtue of the new constitu-
tion I come to the office of President. I assure you that I 
consider it no small honor to be the President over a body 
of men who hold a vast number of the most responsible 
places in South Carolina and many points out of the state. 
We do not yield the palm to any other college when we 
come to mark the prominent positions of the Sons of Wof-
ford throughout the state. And as I remarked above many 
of her sons have reached places of peculiar power far be-
yond the borders of South Carolina. 
To one and all of these as your President for 1917-18 
I send most hearty greetings. 
Not since the early history of our Alma Mater have we 
faced just such conditions as we are facing today. During 
the stormy days of 61-65, Wofford 's history was a history 
of trial and struggle. But today we come into even more 
trying hours in some regards. 
Shuler has accomplished what I consider a remarkable 
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success. In the face of the driving wind that always pre-
cedes the coming ;torm he drove right straight ahead. 
From every quarter of the state there came the deep de-
termination, "We'll try it in spite otthe War Clouds." And 
I repeat it, He and his hundreds of he.lpers have done roy-
ally, tho there is much to be accomplished before we can 
shout the final victory. 
But in these few words of greeting I wish to call your 
attention to a grave danger which I see threatening not our 
Wofford only, but all the colleges of the _land. All our young 
~en from twenty-one to thirty-one have been called up to 
register. This takes in practically every .boy t~at has gone 
out from Wofford in the last ten years mcludmg many of 
those who received their diplomas this year. Now many of 
these young men hold responsible positions all over our state 
in shop and office and counting room and farm. Now the 
danger that I see lies in this---that when these men ar~ call-
ed to the colors many of them will be accepted and m the 
main those accepted will be the very chokest. Who now 
will be called upon to fill their places? Not the men from 
thirty-one to forty-one. But in many instances pressure 
will be brought to bear upon the young men from seventeen 
to twenty-one to turn away from their college career and 
fill these vacancies made by the boys gone to the front. 
If this were for one day only it might do, but who can tell 
the duration of the war? Should it be four years, then here 
will be scores and hundreds and doubtless thousan~s. of 
young men who tomorrow must without a college trammg 
battle out life's difficulties, because they were urged to take 
these vacant places and postpone their education. 
. There may be cases where this will be a necessity, .but 
let us as Almni faithful to the coming generation and faith-
ful to our Alma Mater watch this danger and as far as_ ?os-
sible guard against it and undertake in spite of the conditions 
of 1917-1918 to to fill her class rooms again this fall. For 
when this war is over our young men just entering the busy 
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life of a new world will need training, if possible, more 
than the men of today. 
After writing the above I came across an article in 
The Literary Digest, headed, "Stick to the School Books." 
In this a reference to an article by Dr. P. P. Claxton, Uni-
ted States Commissioner of Education is made as follows: 
Dr. Claxton points out the fact that 200,000 boys and 
girls will graduate from high school. Normally 90,000 of 
them would undertake some further course. These are the 
ones that are in danger of yielding to the constant tempta-
tion to drop out. Yet the next few years are the ones that 
will fix their intellectual habits and determine their place 
fa the ranks of skilled or unskilled workers * * The colleges, 
normal schools and technical schools will all be opened with 
undiminished income from public funds and endowments, 
and the expense of their maintenance win continue. It is 
quite probable that many of the old students will not return 
next fall, and the higher classes will be smarler than usual. 
The graduates from the higher schools should see to it that 
the lower classes more than make up for this deficiency." 
Surely these are no idle words coming from a man 
who holds a position of this nature. Note, however, that 
he speaks of public funds and endowments and keep in 
mind that while the public schools and colleges look to these 
for their maintenance, Wofford looks largely to her stu-
dents. Let us therefore watch our opportunity and turn ev-
ery boy possible to,\'.ard the old college of our love. LONG 
LIVE WOFFORD. -
In this year, therefore, when every passing breeze brings 
a cry for help and when on every hand there is ample op-
portunity to serve, I can wish you and myself no greater 
happiness than that each may have the eye to see his op-
portunity and the skill to meet it. 
Yours truly, 
THOS. G. HERBERT. 
President of the -Wofford College Alumni Association. 
109 W. Cheves Street, Florence, S. C. - June 22, 1917. 
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of the Bulletin to the number of fees paid, but to send 
a copy to all former students whose addresses could be 
found with any degree of probability, as well as to the min-
isters of the two supporting Conferences. Thus the last 
issue numbered twelve hundred. 
Reference to the paragraph on Alumni Reorganization 
will show partially at least, the need of a larger balance 
to meet the demands of clerical work and postage. 
Report of Treasurer, June 30, 1917,---
To Certificate of Deposit Received from J . F. Brown, Treas. $101.83 
To interest on above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
To 132 Annual fees for 1916 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
To 98 Annual fees for 1917 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 





Total ................................ $ 575.63 
By Bulletin, issue of January, 1916 . . . . . . . . 
By Bulletin, issue of July, 1916 . . . . 
By Bulletin, issue of October, 1916 
By Bulletin, issue of January, 1917 
By Alumni Medal, June, 1916 
By printing, sundries, etc. . . 






Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$ 363.93 
Balance in First National Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111.60 
Certificate of Deppsit in Savings Bank . . . . . . 
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1917 Annual Fees Paid,--· 
1907-
Calhoun, 0. G. 
1860-
Humbert, J. B. 
1871-
Archer, E. L. 
Caston, R. T. 
1872-
Asbill, E. L. 
Fair, H. W. 
Herbert, C. c. 
McLeod, T. G. 
Moss, A. H. 
Pegues, A. s. 
Willis, W. E. 
1893-
Wannamaker, J. E. Ackerman, H. w. 
Woods, C. A. 1894-
1874-
Hodges, G. C., Sr. 
1875-
Daniel, R. L. 
Walker, w. L. 
Watson, W. w. 
1895-Cates, R. Z. 
1876-
Franks, R. B. 
Prince, G. E. 
1877-
Kirkland, J. H. 
1878-
Corbett, L. G. 
11879-
Walker, W. R. 
1880-
Dial, W. · H. 
Folk, H. C. 
1882-
Moss, B. H. 
1383-
Carlisl e, M. L. 
1884--
Rembert, A. G. 
1885-
Herbert, W. 'I. 
1887-
Rogers, J. M. 
1889-
Mouzon, E. D. 
1891-. 
Goodgion, G. s. 
Kinney, J. F. 
1892-
Dagnall, A. H. 
DuPre, A. M. 
Gambrell, G. c. 
Hodges, S. c. 
Humbert, J. B. 
McGhee, S. H. 
Woods, M. c. 
1896-
La w, A. M. 
Leitner, C. c. 
Sessions, F. w. 
1897-
Connor, W. M., Jr. 
Culler, E. L. 
Newton, R. c. 
Smith, M. L. 
Wlalker H. A. c. 
1898-
Walker, J. R. 
1900-
Hardin, L. L. 
Lander, E. M. 
Rogers, C. p. 
1901-
Eidson, H. G. 
Wannamaker, Miss May 
Williams, J. R. 
1902-
Strother, Dave c. 
1904--
Mcintyre, J. A. 
1905-
Betts, A. D. 
Brabham, M. w. 
Lawton, R. o. 
Stockman, J. p. 
Roberts, w. D. 
Dukes, P. E. 
Watson, J. 0 . 
1908-
Dukes, J. L. 
McKewn, G. R. 
1909-
Rogers, w. E. 
tSteadman, J. M. 
1910-
Betts, D. L. 
Beach, G. A. 
Horger, E. L. 
Wannamaker, D . .E 
1911-
McGarity, w. J. 
Prince, J. L. 
Wannamaker,J.E.Jr. 
1912-
Carter, L. A. 
Moore, W. M. 
Nickels, R. R. 
1913-
Ed wards, C. R. 
Simms, H. s. 
Spigner, E. T. 
Stilwell, L. J. 
1914--
Grenecker, T. B. 
King, L. s. 
Morrison, E. c . 
Plyler, W. b'. 
Smith, W. H. 
1915-
Brown, w. J. 
Manning, H. 
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Moore, F. 
Steadman, W. W. 
Stuart, J. D. 
1916-
IJest, R. H. 
Cauthen, J. C. 
Gleaton, W. D. 
Harris, J. W. 
Prince, G. El. 
:11918-
Grifiith, T. T. 
The unusual attendance and the 
Alumni Reorganization fine spirit -0f the last two Alumni 
gatherings bear unmistakable wit-
mess t-0 the advantage of the effort to secure a mor~ .co~pact 
organizafion of our Alumni Asso~iation. The spmt mdeed 
has always been present. There 1s need merely for the ?P-
ening up of more definite and regular channels of expression 
to make the full force of its influence felt. 
It has been thought that the quickest and surest way 
to secure compactness of organization is ( 1) by class 
organization; ( 2) by County organization; ( 3) by local 
organization in communities where there are several Wof-
ford men. 
Of these class organization seems relatively the most 
important. certainly the most readily. secured. The first 
step in this direction will be the appomtment of a ~er~a­
nent class Secretary and Treasurer. The new consbtubon 
authorizes the Alumni Secretary and Treasurer to make 
such appointment. But he has thought best ~o work t~rou~h 
a class committee and to this end a letter 1s now bem~ is-
sued to the classes that have held their reunions as provided 
for in the new constitution. 
The la~t commencement was the reunion year of the 
classes ending in 2 and 7 and of the classes of 1: and 16. 
The names of those present at the banquet are given else-
where. In addition to these there were on the campus dur-
ing commencement many former students who were unable 
to attend the annual meeting and banquet. 
The commencement for 1918 will be the reunion year 
for the classes ending in 3 and 8, together with the classes 
of 1 91 5 and 191 7. 
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The much commendation received in 
The Bulletin comments on The Bulletin has been 
very gratifying. This mention may be made 
without indelicacy because the praise or the thanks belongs 
wholly to those who by direct contribution as well as by 
ready cooperation have made interesting and valuable the 
numbers so far issued. 
The present number owes much of its value to Geo. 
Wannamaker, '15, C. A. David, '72, Dr. Charles Forster 
Smith, '72, who continues his truly inimitable sketches of 
that Faculty, so-called "old" from date of service, but des-
tined to perennial youth because of the ever-living and ac-
tive influence of their work and personality. In this connec-
tion special thanks are due and herewith expressed to Mrs. 
Alice A. Wallace, wife of W. H. Wallace, '71, and mother 
of Dr. D. D. Wallace, '94. for her paper on "The Wofford 
Campus Sixty Years Ago." 
Deserving of thoughtful reading is the article by Judge 
C. A. Woods, '72, on "Books for the People." It not 
on'iy treats of a vital phase of our educational need with 
convincing force and with the illuminating insight of states-
manship. It also rings out a challenge to all college bred 
men to turn their thought and efforts to a field of public 
service wherein their training and advantages should pe-
culiarly fit them for effective leadership but wherein,---
reading from results to initial forces,---they have been sin-
gularly inefficient or indifferent. 
It would be futile as well as useless to try to add to 
the '.orce of Judge Woods' article. The Bulletin is grateful 
to him for its initial publication. 
But this past success of The Bulletin also increases the 
burden of future responsibility---a burden that must rest in 
the main upon former Wofford students. Many have con-
fessed to an impulse to write. All these and others are 
urged to translate such impulse into action. All that they 
may be prompted to say will find appreciative readers. Any 
facts or reminiscences bearing on Wofford history, Wofford 
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interests or Wofford men will find grateful and ready re-
sponse among hundreds of former Wofford students. It is 
to be hoped that th~ truth and sincerity of the foregoing 
words will lift them above the plane of the commonplace 
and impel many to the early active support of The Bulletin. 
It was an impressive experience at the 
To Our Boys in last Alumni banquet when Capt. J. B. 
Training Humbert, '60, responding to the toast of 
the "Young Men of Old Wofford" was immediately followed 
by Thomas H. Glenn, '17, answering to the toast of "Sixty 
Seven Years After"---representative of the best type of the 
spirit of Wofford in its fruition in character and high service, 
followed by the best type of that spirit in its sincere aspira-
Hon for a like fruition in the coming years. It was the 
veteran of a great war that in God's providence resulted in 
the lasting peace and unity of a great nation offering th_e 
concrete example of the patriotism that has made th~ heroic 
sacrifice of self to the representative of the generation who 
with like purpose of self-sacrifice are entering _another ~ar 
which we pray may in God's providence result m the lastm~ 
peace and unity of all nations. It was the Old Wofford---1f 
that may be called old which in thought and_ ~eed be~rs 
witness to the abiding presence of an eternal spmt---passmg 
on its sacred mantel of high ideals and earnest service. to 
the young Wofford---if that may be c~lled ~~ung, which 
throbs to the impulses of the same undymg spmt. 
As in the Wofford of the early sixties so in the Wof-
ford of today, all whom their country c~lls are 
ready, aye, eager, to respond. to the highest serv1ce---that 
wherein the giver goes with the gift. Greater love: ha:h no 
man than this, that a man lay down his life for his fnends. 
This type of service then in a very true sense these men of 
Wofford in training at Oglethorpe and elsewhere are e~en 
now rendering---thus winning for themselves and reflecting 
upon their college a share in the honor and more than 
human glory which ever inform and crown the cause 
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that has for its object the assertion of individual worth and 
the safeguarding of human liberty. 
To these young men of Wofford who face unflinching 
a supreme duty, the undying spirit of the Old Wofford and 
the whole body of living Alumni do herewith express the 
"well done" of grateful pride in them and do send the 
greeting of a deep and abiding affection. In the spirit of 
reverence it may be added in earnest admonition to each 
and every one of you: Only be thou strong and very cour-
ageous that thou mayest observe to do according to an the 
Law; turn not from it to the right hand or to the left that 
thou mayest do wisely whithersoever thou goest. Be strong 
and of good courage; be not afraid, neither be thou dismay-
ed; for the Lord thy God is with thee. 
THE COMMENCEMENT, 1917. 
The 1917 Wofford Commencement was a successful 
one in every respect, and was fully up to the high standards 
already set by the College. It began with the annual de-
bate between the Carlisle, Preston, and Calhoun Literary So-
cieties, Friday evening, June 1st. The debate was fol-
lowed by the conferring of medals and honors for the va-
rious student activities and the delivery of the Society di-
plomas to the outgoing class, closing with an hour's social 
enjoyment in the reading room of the Whitefoord Smith Li-
brary. 
Satur~ay was a pretty full day. The morning was given 
~o the reumons of the Alumni of various classes, many hav-
m~ come back "home" to renew old loyalties a·nd friend-
ships. In particular the class of 1892 came back to cele-
brate their 25th anniversary, and 17 out of the 26 living 
members sat down to dinner at the Oeveland Hotel as the 
~uests of Dr. C. B. ·waller. They lived over the other days 
~n happy fashion, and decided that, taking ·them all in all, 
hey· w~re about the best class ever sent out by Wofford. 
Not a smgle member of the class ·disputed this proposition, 
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nor did anyone even outside the class deny them their 
' generous gift of a handsome granite and metal gate for 
the main entrance to the college grounds, to be set up as a 
memorial of their 25th anniversary a-nd as an expression of 
appreciation of what their Alma Mater meant to them. 
The presence of this class in such large numbers was 
a source of great gratificati"on, and looking them over to 
take the measure of the growth of their manhood after 
twenty-five years, their Alma Mater was proud, not ashamed. 
From 5 to 6 o'clock in the afternoon_, the class of 1917 
held its last meeting as a class on the lawn in front of the 
Main Building. There under the shade of the old trees, in the 
presence of many friends, the class, resolving itself into " the 
Board of Trustees," settled before leaving some important 
affairs of the college, and then with pledges of loyalty to 
their Alma Mater, even though they might be absent from 
her, they turned over to the class of 1916 the duties of col-
lege leadership the coming year. 
From six to seven, in the Smith Library, the Faculty 
and their wives received the relatives and friends of the 
graduating class, Alumni and visitors, and an hour was spent 
in pleasant, informal fellowship. It should be said that 
1.his bringing together socially of the Wofford Commence-
ment visitors is becoming one of the significant features of 
the Commencement. 
The Alumni banquet at 8 :30 in Carlisle Hall was 
a happy and inspiring occasion. The Hon. E. L. AsbHt 
of the class of '92, was the annual orator, and he delivered 
a thoughtful. suggestive address on "The Obligations of the 
College Graduate to the Social, Religious, and Political Is-
sues of the Day." The high moral idealism of Mr. Asbill's 
addr.ess was of the nature of a worthy interpretation of the 
traditrons and standards of his Alma Mater. Represent&-
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fives of the following classes sat together at the 
,table: banquet 
1860-
Humbert, J . B. 
1869-
DuPre, D. A. 
1871-
Gamewell, J. A. 
1872-
Haynes, L. B. 
Wlanna.maker, J. E. 
1875-
Ezell, S. B. 
1876-
Bagwell, S. M. 
Clinkscales, J. G. 
1.1879-
Glenn, J. L. 
1881-
Kilgo, J. W. 
1883-
B!ake, W. G. 
Moss, B. H. 
1884-
Rembert, A. G. 
1885-
Herbert, W. I. 
1887-
Daniel, M. H. 
Jeffries, J. L. 
1891-
Cauthen, A. J. 
Hammond, c. P. 
1892-
Asbi!I, E. L. 
Bearden, E. M. 
Covington, J. c. 
Dent, w. D. 
Fair, H. W. 
Herbert, c. c. 
McLeod, T. G. 
Moss, A.H. 
Renolds, c. v. 
Waller, c. B. 
Willis, W. E. 
Wright, T. F. 
1893-
Kir kla.nd, W. c. 
1894-
Boma.r, H. L. 
Wallace, D. D. 
1895-
DuPre, A. M. 
tlfumbert,Jno.B.,Jr. 
Shuler, F. H. 
1896-
La w, A. M. 
1897-
Connor, w. M. 
Smith, J. c. 
Smith, M. L. 
1898-
Cannon, Gabriel 
Major, J. R. T. 
1900-
H all, E. H. 
Shockley, H. T. 
1902-
Brown, B. H. 
1J903-
B oyd, W. W. 
Camack, D. E. 
Owen, W. c. 
1905-
Betts, A. D. 
Wofford, C. P. 
1906-
Cunningham, J . w. 
Garlington, J. D. 
Guilds, J. c. 
1907-




Murph, P. M. 
1910--
Betts, D. L. 
Celey, J. L. 
1911-
Carter, T. J. 
McGarlty, w. J. 
1913-
Chapman, J. A., Jr. 
Tiller, W. H. 
1914--
DeShields, B. F. 
Fort, M. K. 
Heinitsh, H. E., Jr. 
Huff, P. D. 
Moore, L. L. 
Morrison, C. w. 
Morrison, E. c. 
Patrick, M. B. 
Rast, L. O. 
1915-
Cunningham, J. c. 
Holman, W. w. 
Stuckey, R. c. 
1916-
Castles, J. o. 
Covington, J. c., Jr. 
Davis, H. M. 
McC!imon, J . s. 
Palmer, G. w. 
1917-
Anderson, E. M. 
Bagwell, S. R. 
Bostick, F. J. 
Burnett, J. J., Jr. 
Burgess, R. B. 
Cooley, J. w. 
Davis, G. L. 
Dantzler, F. N. 
Dantzler, M. o. 
Earle, T. M. 
Garrison, E, K. 
Glenn, T. B. 
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Goodyear, V. S. 
Henry, Charles 
Hines, W. E. 
Hughes, R. A. 
Harllee, J. M. 
Ledbetter, ,s. E. 
Moore, R. H . 
?,\organ, C. E. 
McMillan, W. L. 
Rast, W. C. 
Roberts, F. F. 
Sheider, S. R. 
Sheridan, W. M. 
Simmons, G. E. 
Snow, D. A. 
Stabler, L. B. 
Wood, Harlan 
Alderman, R. H. 
Martin, W. V. 
Ohiles, J. A. 
McCullough, Jos. A. 
Visitors. 
Pugh, W. L. 
Pendleton, W. H . K. 
Shuler, E. H. 
Snyder, H. N. 
Stabler, G. W. 
Stackhouse, R. E. 
Trowbridge, C. H. 
. . · s·ve record of the They constituted a stnkmgly imp res 1 .• 
h" t of Wofford and of its contribution to the best ~lte 
is ory f citizens representmg 
of this Commonwealth---a group o ' . 
walk and activity of life, differing, therefore, "'.'1dely 
every b d together in a umty of 
in the fields of their l~~or, ~~~ ~e~ed them to clean living 
spirit, _the Wo~ord sp~nt, ~ief i~terest of the occasion nat-
and high service. T e c classes---the class of 1860, 
urally centered around thr~e bert. the class of '92, cele-
represented by Capt. .J · 8 · um e~ented by Hon. T. G. 
brating its 25th anniversary, repr t d b T H Glenn. 
l f1917 represene Y · · McLeod. and the c ass 0 ' · out of widely sep-f th e speakers commg Somehow each o es . f W ff ord and thinking from 
arated periods in the h~story o o in a language under-
greatly differing experiences, talk~d ·t was voiced the abid-
ff d en because m r stood of all Wo or m · Wh '60 '92 and '17 
h · Al a Mater en ' ' ing spirit of t eir m . e~rs and differing conditions, 
spoke out of the cha~gmg y. h neither the flying years 
they revealed somet~i~g whic an e---a sense of duty 
nor the shifti~g co?d1bon~ coul~ ch m;ral idealism, and the 
in all the relabonsh.tps of hf~· a ~~gh were but stating afresh 
obligations of ~erv~ce. In ! isll :Offord men recognize as 
for a new ·dedication wha ~ . · · of their Alma 
the lasting spiritual element m the _meaning 
Mater to them and to the State. 
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Sunday morning Bishop Warren A. Candler preached 
the Commencement sermon before an immense audience in 
central Church. From every standard of measurement it 
was real preaching---broad in range, deep in its searching 
analysis of general and personal problems, impressive in the 
steady march of its logic, and moving in its appeal. Based 
upon the Temptation in the Wilderness, it was an unfor-
gettable interpretation of the supremacy of spiritual power, 
Monday morning, beginning at 10 :30 in the College 
Chapel. sixty-five diplomas and two certificates were given, 
sixty students receiving the degree of A. B. and five the 
degree of M. A. The degree of Litt. D., was conferred upon 
Professor William Hane Wannamaker of the class of '95 
and Professor of German in Trinity College, and the degree 
of D. D. upon Rev. Charles C. Jarrell, Commissioner of Ed-
ucation of Emory University. Six representatives of the 
graduating class made speeches of unusually fine quality, 
and Bishop William Fraser McDowell of Washington, D. 
C., delivered the Commencement Address. Bishop Mc-
Dowell's subject was "Leadership,'' and it was handled in 
a strikingly impressive way. For sheer charm of manner, 
strength of appeal, the intimacy with which he touched the 
finer impulses of his audience, its vision and insight, this 
address has not been surpassed upon the Wofford platform. 
With President Snyder's announcement of "Business 
as Usual" for the coming session of 1 91 7-18. the session of 
1916-17 came to a happy and successful conclusion. The 
years have brought to Wofford many rich and great ex-
periences. In fact no year has been without them. and 
they give promise that the future will have even more, for 
the meaning of Wofford, as summed up in its Commence 
ment, is coming more and more to be understood by tfle 
people of the Church and the State, and with this understand-
ing, they are sure to cooperate in the continued advance-
ment of the interests of the College. 
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HERE AND THERE WITH WOFFORD MEN 
IN MEMORIAM 
MAJ. W. L. GLAZE, Class of '76 
Died Feb. 25, 1917 
(Note.---Continuing the roll of Wofford's earlier classes, 
that of the class of '5 8 is here given. The address giv-
en is, first, that on entrance, followed where alumnus is 
yet Jiving, by present address, if known. For much of the 
information thanks are due to Dr. Samuel Weber of '59. 
Any further information would be appreciated.) 
1858---H. Baer.---This is the able and widely known Dr. 
Hermann Baer of Charleston, S. C., who in so mark-
ed a degree united success in business with unfail-
ing interest in matters of a wide and varied scholar-
ship. For many years and up to the time of his 
death he was a member of the Board of Trustees and 
a regular commencement visitor. He came from 
Germany and at the time of taking his degree was 
an instructor in the Preparatory Department of the 
College .. 
T. F. Barton, Orangeburg, S. C.---Lived and died in 
his native county---"an excellent and modest gen-
tleman." The following remark is found in the re-
cord kept by Dr. Jas. H, Carlisle: "Graduated in 
first grade of scholarship. Admitted on trial in S. C. 
Conference, . Dec. 2 , 1859, at its session in Green-. 
ville. Left ministry in first year without charge 
against his character." 
W. M. Cummings, Ridgeville, S. C.---"A local 
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preacher at Ridgeville for a number of years." The 
following from the College record: "Graduated with 
the second honor of his class. Admitted to Bar Jan-
uary, 1860." 
w. w. Duncan, Spartanburg, S. C.---Entered from 
Randolph-Macon College, Va. Son of Prof. David 
Duncan. Subsequently member of Virginia Con-
ference. Professor and agent of Wofford College 
and Bishop of M. E. Church, South. Died March, 
1908. 
James C. Hardin, Cedar Shoals, Chester Dist., S. 
C.---The following from College record---"Entered 
Sophomore Class, January '55 , but in few days re-
quested to take Freshman class which was granted. 
Graduated dividing First Honor with A. W. Moore." 
John 0. Hardin. Cedar Shoals, Chester Dist., S. C.---
A farmer in his native county. Diec! a few years 
ago. 
T. A. Harris, Lowndesville, S. C.---A local preacher 
and teacher in Georgia. 
W: H. Heath---Died in Freshman year. 
E. H. Holman, St. Matthews, S. C.---Entered as a 
Sophomore. Admitted to Bar in Columbia, No-
vember '59. Subsequently became a large and most 
successful planter and merchant at Mechanicsville, 
Sumter County. Died at st.' Matthews, 1916. 
J. B. Jordan, White Hall, Abbeville Dist. Died 
early in Abbeville. 
J. A. McDowell---Left at end of Sophomore year. 
A. W. Moore, Jackson, Butts Co .. Ga.---Entered in 
Junior year from Emory College, Ga. Shared in 
First Honor with J. C. Hardin. Admitted to S. C. 
Conference, December, 1858. His subsequent long 
and striking career as preacher, editor and occasion-
al lecturer is too well known for need of wn:ment 
here. 
J. A. Moore, Spartanburg, S. C.---Died in battle. 
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J. B. Sanders, Walterboro, S. C.---Member ,)f S. c. 
legislature. • Died in War. 
J. F. Shackleford, Open Pond, Henry Co., Ala.--Phy-
sician in Early Co., Ga., a~brother-in-law to Bishop 
Wightman. 
R. B. Tarrant, Greenwood, S. C., now of Spring-
field, S. C.---For some years member of S. C. Con-
ference. Now a Lutheran minister. The only liv-
ing member of his class and therefore the oldest 
living graduate of Wofford College. We hope to 
have a letter from him in the October issue of The 
Bulletin. 
1860---0f the few surviving graduates of the years before 
the war, Capt. J. B. Humbert of this class was the 
only one able to be with the Alumni· at their annual 
meeting. With a personality radiating the grace of 
a strong life nobly and successfully lived, this young 
man of old Wofford worthily represents the best 
type of Wofford 's spirit and achievement. His pres-
ence and woidS were a notable feature of the Alum-
ni gathering and will long live in the grateful mem-
ory of those who were present. 
1861---P. C. Johnston, who taught school for many years 
in Texas is now the efficient Clerk of Court for 
Dorchester County. 
C. L. McCartha is connected with the State Normal 
School at Troy, Ala. 
1862---There was no graduation class this year. but in a talk 
with Col. D. P. Duncan, who was a member of this 
class we learn that there are at least three yet liv-
' ing, all in Union County. 
1871---J. wash Boyd of this class visited the campus last 
March for the first time since 18 7 4. He is a law-
yer of St. Joseph, Mo. 
1872---Those who know Charlie David perso~ally or by 
reputation will be glad to read his paper in this i~ 
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sue of The Bulletin and in so doing will "ask for 
more." 
L. B. Haynes, long a well known teacher in this 
state and now professor in Meridian College, Miss., 
deserves and r.eceives the thanks of his fellow-Al-
umni for coming so far to attend the reunion of his 
class. 
1876---Maj. W. L. Glaze, who died in Orangeburg on Feb-
ruary 25, at the age of 63, was one of the foremost 
Wofford men in the State. In church. in State, in 
his profession of the Law, in varied directions of ser-
vice he was a trusted and efficient leader. 
1891---K. D. Senn has for some years been superintendent 
of the school at Mullins, S. C. 
t 892----This class celebrated this year its twenty-fifth an-
niversary. The following account of a banquet giv-
en in its honor is clipped from The Spartanburg 
Herald: 
"A reunion of the class of '92 of Wofford College 
was held at the Cleveland hotel Friday evening, and a ban-
quet was served the guests .by Dr. C. B. Waller, of that class, 
who is professor of chemistry at Wofford. This is the 
twenty-fifth year sinc;e the graduation of the class of '92 and 
is the regular year for that class to have a 'home coming.' 
"Twenty-nine men graduated from this class, and of 
that number 16 were present at the banquet tendered by Dr. 
Waller. Three members of the class are dead, leaving a 
total of 26, 1 o of whom could not get here this year. 
"Those attending the banquet Friday evening were: 
E .. L. Asbill, of Leesville; E. M. Bearden. of Asheville; H. W. 
Fair. of ~olumbia; Rev. R. C. Boulware, of Campobello; 
T. F .. ~nght, of Greenwood; W. D. Dent, of Lexington; W. 
E. W1lhs, of Cottageville; Rev. C. C. Herbert, of Chester; A. 
H. Moss, of Orangeburg; J. M. Moss of Walhalla; Dr. Carl 
V. Reynolds, of Asheville; Dr. John C. Harper, of Green-
~ood; J. C. Covington, of Clio; T. G. McLeod, of Bishop-
ville, and Dr. C. B. Waller, of Spartanburg. 
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"The old Wofford men assembling here again after 
25 years seemed to be 'having an enjoyable time, and they 
declared that the banquet was the happiest they had known 
• 
a.nd that a delightful time was had, acct a happy reunionA 
Dr. Waller was highly praised by his old classmates for the 
interest he had taken in the reunion and the work he is di>-
ing as a man. 
"Among the class of '92 are several eminent men. Dr. 
C. V. Reynolds, of Asheville, is one of the most noted spec-
ialists in the South, and Dr. J. C. Harper, of Greenwood, is 
also noted. The others are all doing good work wherever 
they are, and the class boasts that it is 'the class of no black 
sheep.'" 
1893---Thornwell Haynes has recently resigned the presiden-
cy of Birmingham College to reenter the U. S. Con-
sular Service in which service before taking up the 
work of teaching he served as consul in France and 
China and as consul general at Singapore. 
1894---W. W. Watson has developed at "Pecan wood," Or-
angeburg. S. C., a large and successful nursery for 
pecan trees. His ability and energy have won for 
him a position of authority in this profitable and 
growing industry. 
1897---Judge William M. Connor, U. S. Judge of Catbalo-
gan, Philippine Islands, is spending a part of his leave 
of absence with his parents in Spartanburg. It is a 
pleasure to note that the exacting duties of a ju-
dicial office have not detracted from the brightness 
of the smile and the personal charm so well remem-
bered in the college . boy. 
1898---D .. T. Kinard, long the principal of Dillon Schools, 
has given up teaching and returned to his farm near 
Nil'lety-Six. Successful both as teacher and super-
intendent, Mr. Kinard made a distinctive contribution 
to present day education in our schools in the direc-
tion of industrial and vocational training. He ·was 
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for several years a member from his district of the 
State Board of Education. 
19oo---E. H. Hall, member of the lower house of the present 
legislature, has returned to the profession of teaching 
which for so many years he so successfully followed. 
To the college boys of his day he is doubtless best 
remembered as yoke mate with Faysoux DuPre---
the two phenomenal pitchers in Wofford's most 
noted baseball team. 
H. T. Shockley, principal of Hastoc School of Spar-
tanburg, has been elected president of the S. C. 
High School Oratorical and Athletic A~sociation. 
succeeding in that position D. T. Kinard of '98. 
1904---W. C. Herbert, long superintendent of school at Tim-
monsville, was elected superintendent of the Ben-
nettsville Schools. 
1905---A. D. Betts. His selection to succeed Dr. George 
Williams Walker (Wofford '69) to this unusually 
responsible and important place of leadership is a 
deserved tribute to his training ability, and consecra-
tion and meets the approval of those who know 
him. The following are significant facts in his life: 
Born May 28, 1882, at Shiloh. Sumter County, S. 
C. Son and grandson of Methodist ministers. Grad-
uated at Wofford June 13th, 1905, with A. B. de-
gree. Received Master of Arts degree from the 
hands of Woodrow Wilson at Princeton University 
in 1907. Graduated from the Princeton Theolog-
ical Seminary in 1908. Married September 14th, 
1908, Miss Katherine E. Budd of Eatontown, N. J. 
Received Bachelor of Divinity degree from Drew 
Theological Seminary in 1909. Licensed to preach 
at Laurens, S. C. by the Spartanburg District Con-
ference May 13th, 1905. Served as student supply 
in the New Jersey Conference: Eatontown and 
Trinity Falls two years; assistant pastor Princeton 
Methodist Church one year. Returning South sup-
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plied as pastor in 1 909 Limestone Street Church, 
Gaffney, S. C. 1 91'o, pastor South Union Circuit ; 
1911-14, pastor Conway Station; 1915-17,pas-
tor at Clio, S. C. On April 25th, 1.917, was elected 
president of Paine College, Augusta, Ga . 
.W. D. Roberts, after a year's recreation (?) on the 
farm returned this year to his old position as super-
intendent of the Clio School. The writer attended 
the commencement of this school in May. He was 
especially impressed with the highly creditable 
character of the exercises, with the marked respect 
and love of the school for the superintendent and 
with the outspoken confidence expressed by many of 
the leaders of the community in his judgment, abil-
ity and character. One of our best communities 
has found one of our best teachers. 
1907---J. B. Koon, for years superintendent of the School 
of Holly Hill, has been elected superintendent of the 
school at Allendale. 
1911---T. E. Crane. for some years superintendent of the 
School at Allendale; has been elected superintendent 
of the Beaufort Schools. 
19 ! 2---R. E. Moody, who is teaching at McCormick, was re-
cently elected an officer in the Teachers' Association 
of McCormick County. 
R. W. Wilkes, for some years a member of the Class 
of '12, was recently elected president of the Teach-
ers' Association of Chester County. 
1914---Vernon Padgett, recently on the Mexican border 
with the Charleston Light Dragoons, has been ap-
pointed on examination a second lieutenant in the 
U.nited States Army. 
1915---J. Y. LeGette is principal of a large school at Fort 
Lawn. A new school building is being erected to 
cost 87,000. 
Note. It is gratifying to note how many Wofford men are 
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engaged in the high service of teaching, and with what 
success they are meeting the important and exacting 
duties of their profession. At no distant date The 
Bulletin hopes to take up a treatment of Wofford and 
the teaching profession. 
LETTER FROM OGLETHORPE 
Company 3, Training, Military Branch. 
Chattanooga, Tenn., June 20. 1917. 
Dear Professor Rembert: 
We are working under a very heavy schedule and have 
little time for writing, but in response to a request, I shall 
write a few notes about the officers' training camp. 
There are sixty-seven Wofford men in camp. This 
we consider a splendid representation for a college that has 
never taught military tactics before this year. The call 
came for men and we are proud of the response the Wofford 
men made. 
We have organized a Wofford Club here with the fol-
lowing officers: A. A. Manning, President; J. L. Glenn, Jr., 
Vice-President and L. C. Wannamaker, Secretary and Treas-
urer. 
The first five weeks of the course were very strenuous 
and many men were eliminated. Some were eliminated be-
cause they failed to pass the critical physical examination 
each man was given last week and others because the of-
ficers in authority considered them incapable of becoming 
efficient officers in the great army America is to have. 
We are proud to have with us here a Wofford man 
who came all the way from Belgium in order to prepare 
himself for service in the American army. I refer to J. 
Lyles Glenn, Jr., who was a Rhodes scholar. 
The first five weeks were given to a careful study and 
practice of the close order drill and the manual of the bay-
onet. We had regular practice marches with our packs 
each week. 
Last Thursday the first term of the course ended and 
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a reorganization of the camp began on Friday. The candi-
dates were assigned to' different branches of the service. 
•Wofford is well represented in every branch. A number of 
Wofford men have gone to Fortress Monroe, Va., where 
they will receive special instruction in coast artillery work. 
The field artillery. cavalry and infantry are to remain 
here. 
We no longer have to read The Literary Digest to 
learn how war trenches are dug. Those of us who are in 
the infantry are having practical experience in trench dig-
ging. My company was detailed for trench digging today 
and it is very fresh in my mind. We are digging trenches 
exactly like the trenches being used in Europe now and 
when these trenches are completed we are to have sham 
battles. 
We are not doing a lot of close order drill, but we 
are studying and practicing all phases of military tactics. 
We go on patrol duty, attack the "enemy" and make bay-
onet charges. 
The daily schedule is as follows: 
5 :15 A. M.---Reveille. 
5 : 3 0---Ph ysical exercises. 
6 :OO---Breakfast. 
7 :00-11 :45---Drill and field work. 
12:00---Dinner. 
1 :00---4: 15 P. M.---Drill and Field Work. 
5 :30---Supper. 
7 :00-8 :30---Lectures and individual study. 
The above schedule keeps us very busy and the men 
are working splendidly. The competition is very keen and 
it is increasing as the time for the issuing of commissions 
approaches. 
With kindest regards and best wishes I am, 
Yours sincerely, 
GEO. W. WANNAMAK ER, JR. 
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WOFFORD MEN AT FORT OGLElHORPE 
i901-
~Ianning, A. A. 
1903-
1\Iarchan t, D · H · 
1907-
Foster, M. C. 




France, B. H. 
Herring, 0. L . 
Montgomery, T · C . 
1910-
All, C. O. 
Elkins, C. R . 
Galbraith, J · G. 
Zimmerman, J · M. 
1911-
Dillard, W. Y. 
Ouzts, D. T. 
Thompson, P. H. 
1912-
Edens, N. W. 
Ellerbe, H. I. 
Glenn, J. L., Jr . 
Lawson, R. M. 
Ouzts, W . L . 
Wannamaker, L. C. 
Zimmerman, Chas. 
1913-
Asbill, B . M:. 
Earle, C . M. , Jr. 
Humphr1es, T. B. 
Monroe, J. T. 
Sims, H. R. 
Spigner, E. T. 
Stillwell, L. J . 
1914-
Brlce, L . K. 
Cross, W. D. 
Herbert, T. C. 
Jenkins, R. S. 
Lake, T . D ., Jr. 
Liles, Bryan 
Patterson, J . C. 
Sims, C. M. 
1915-
Curtis, H . C. 
Howard, C. T. 
Lucas, E. F. 
Lanham, J. M. 
Monroe, C. A . 
1Smith, H . M. 
Stuckey, W . B. 
Syfan, R. J. 
Wannama•ker,G.W.,Jr. 
Waters, H . G. 
1916-
Best, H . C. 
Flarle, J. P. 
Edens, R. M . 
Hamer, E. B. 
Hodges, W. H . 
Patterson, R. A. 
Sprott, J. M. 
1917-
Abney, J . R. 
Carter, P. T . 
Collins, R. L. 
Dunovant, R. G. M. 
Edwards, J. S. 
Judy, M. S. 
Kina.rd, J. Q. 
Osborne, L. G. 
Simmons, G. E. 
Woods, John 
1918-
Floyd, H. B. 
Whitehead, B. J . 
Williams, Porter 
RANDOM THOUGHTS OF SPARTANBURG AND lHE 
CLASS OF 1872 
(By C. A. David, '72.) 
It is doubtful if any class ever went through Wofford 
College, and spent less money, outside of board and tuition 
than the one graduated in June. 1872. In the language of 
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the spell-binder, South Carolina was then in the throes f 
carpet-bag rule; everything was unsettled, debts include~. 
land values had dwindled to nothing; business of all kind~ 
was at a standstill, and the upshot of the-whole matter wa 
that the people had less and owed more than ever b:: 
fore. 
So it was little wonder that the boys off at school and 
college had precious little spending money. Three mem-
bers of the class were preparing themselves for the Meth-
odist ministry, and th.at fact automatically eliminated them 
from the crowd in which Croesus was supposed to have 
moved; the remaining fifteen, with possibly one or two ex-
ceptions, were from families in very ordinary circum-
stances of life. 
The Recording Angel is probably the only one who 
knows of all the sacrifices made by the folks at home, in 
order that some members of this class might have the ben-
efit of four years at college. 1f the writer's memory ii;; not 
at fault, Barnwell Rhett Turnipseed, a big-hearted. n~ar­
sighted fellow, used to have money oftener, and in larger 
quantities, than anyone else. It seemed that he had some 
sort of an arrangement with a grandfather of his to Sl!nd h!m so much at stated intervals. Consequently, "Old Tur-
mp" was a sort of a banker for some of hi.> friends ~··ho 
were always short. He was as generous with his money as 
if it had belonged to some one else; and wa.; never kn~wn 
to refuse a Ioan---and without interest too, h~ was always 
too thankful to get back the p_rincipal. If it had lli)t be~n 
!or Turnipseed, and that grandfather of his, it is doubtful 
1f some members of the class could have kept on speaking 
terms with their wash-ladies. This was all before the day<; 
of soda-fountains and soft drinks, and when a fellO\v 
"heard from home." pecuniarily speaking, about all he 
could do was to buy a bottle of pickles, and set his chum~ 
up to a cucumber. Living was cheap in those days; pa-
per collars cost only ten cents for a box of ten, and as 
they were reversible, the cost was considerably lowered. 
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Instead of a new overcoat each Fall, the students just 
changed the style of wearing the same old shawl, and went on 
as before. These shawls were_ draped to?a-fas~ion fro~ 
the shoulder by day, and by mght they did therr duty as 
a blanket. Except on Prayer meeting night, there was ab-
solutely nothing doing in Spartanburg, no movies, no ly-
ceum lectures, no "votes for women" parades, and even the 
drug stores did not stay open. So all the choice a student 
had was to study for the next day. go to bed, or go to see 
the' girls. It would not take a witch to guess which one 
of the three was the most popular. To this day, the writer 
could never figure out, how the Spartanburg girls managed 
to get sleep enough to retain the good looks for which they 
were famous. In those days, the town was perfectly con-
tent to attend to whatever had to be attended to during the 
daylight hours, and when night came the town shut up and 
went to bed. The morals of the community were looked 
after by one lone policeman---Henry Alley, by name. This 
over-worked representative of law and order, was chief, 
sergeant, corporal and roundsman. The only difference 
between officer Alley and any private citizen was that Alley 
slept in the daytime, and the other at night. Church street 
was not the well lighted one that it is today; an oil lamp on 
a post that was once green. stood near the Methodist church, 
and its nearest neighbor loafed at the corner .of Main and 
Church, partly in front of the old Palmetto House. Some-
times these kerosene lamps were lighted, and sometimes 
they were not, but that made not the slightest difference to 
the prowlers of the night, as people were expected to re-
member where the mud-holes on the sidewalk were located. 
and not to depend on street lights. Spartanburg may not 
have been on the map in those days, but she certainly was 
on the "blink." The unlighted streets of the town, recalls 
and incident that came near ending in a tragedy. The 
writer had been appointed a committee to furnish stove-
wood for a banquet to be given by a certain secret society, 
jn the loft over a wagon shop on Magnolia Street. Gath-
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ering an armful of wood, ready cut, from the kitchen of 
his land lady, he proceeded down Church street to Archer's 
corner, where he turned down a dark alley leading i t 
M 1
. no 
agno 1a. Th.ere was no moon, and the lightning bugs had 
gone on a stnke, and as luck would have it, the lamp in 
front of the church, two blocks away, was not burning. 
I~ also happened that Mr. Archer's cow was taking the open-
a1: treatment, and was asleep on the sidewalk. The com-
mittee on stove-wood walked straight up that reclining 
cow, from the rear, and as she arose with a snort, the wood 
was pretty evenly distributed over that particular ward· and 
the committee could never convince the crowd waiti~g in 
the loft, t~at he had ever started with the wood. Speaking 
of dark mghts, another adventure that reflects little credit 
on the participant might be mentioned. This Freshman 
of a few months, was at the time violently in love with a 
c~rtain angel .in human form, whose one failing was a pas-
s10nate yearning for flowers, hyacinths in particular. The 
party of the first part did want so much to give her hy-
acinths---yes, just loads and loads of them; but he did 
not have a single copper to his name, and besides, he owed 
the Preston Society a whole dollar, fines imposed for non-
speaking on debate; even if he had had the money, the near-
est florist did business in Augusta, Ga. Happening to pass 
the Thompson place on upper Main street, he saw row 
after row of hyacinths bordering the walk, just daring 
some one to pick and enjoy them! And they were beau-
ties---some were the dreamy pink of ocean shells---some 
were as purely white as Easter lillies---and others were li-
lac l~ke the color the wisteria wears. 'Phat ,night this 
lovesick youth, and his chummiest chum, wandered up 
North Main street, until a subtle fragrance in the night 
air told them where to stop. They planned that one should 
gather the flowers, while the other waited and watched at 
the gate. Now it happened that policeman Alley noticed 
these two young outlaws, and noted the furtiveness of their 
movements, so he followed along, just as a matter of 
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The watcher at the gate recognized the tramp of 
course. d h ·1 tl t 1 
·t s the marshal drew near, an e s1 en y s o e 
authon Y a . · · th 
1 aving his companion placidly plucking hyacin s. away, e d 't 
· ·on of the law silently hal~d at the gate, an wa1 -The mini . 
ed developments. Things immediately developed, when 
t dent in the yard tiptoed down the walk, and as he the s u h" d "W'll th d d his fragrant loot to Alley, w 1spere , 1 ese 
han e h? ,, Mr Alley said he "thought it would." A~ 
be enoug · · · d he took the flowers in one hand, the other hand gnppe 
the young man's collar. After many threats, and much 
fatherly advice, the studen~ was allowed to go, but not 
t
·1 he had carried the ravished flowers, and placed them 
un 1 • h 't 
.on the piazza of the owner. It 1s strange ow you can 
forget some things, isn't it? 
REV. WHITEFOORD SMITH, D. D. 
(By Dr. Charles Forster Smith, '72 
University of Wisconsin.) 
Dr. Whitefoord Smith was the first member of the 
Wofford faculty 1 ever met. I was to enter Wofford in 
October, 1868, and my father took me up to the Com-
mencement in July preceding. We had driven across coun-
try from our home in Abbeville County, and as we were un-
hitching the horse near the college building, Dr. Smith 
came out to greet my father. I was introduced as a pros-
pective Freshman, and so received from him my first wel-
come to Wofford College; from that day till his death, 
twenty-five years later, the Doctor was my friend. He 
was then about fifty-five years old, and little past the zenith 
of his power. 
In October I entered the Freshman class, and that 
year was under the Doctor in Quackenbos' Composition. 
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From that little book, under the Doctor's guidance, we 
got considerable help in learning to write, though doubt-
less it would have been better if we had put the printed 
rules we learned into more constant use in writing to be 
corrected and improved by the Doctor. But Freshman 
compositions are not apt to be especially interesting read-
ing, and as the Doctor had no assistant to help him read 
our parers, it was not strange if he spared himself here. It 
was the practice then for all students, at least of the three 
lower classes, to declaim, two each afternoon, from the 
college rostrum at the close of prayers. Here we came 
in contact with the doctor at his best. He was a real pul-
pit orator, a fine declaimer, and gave us, from Freshmen 
up, very fine instruction, both by his own declamation set-
ting us an example to be followed, and by correcting our 
own halting attempts. To this day my judgment ap-
proves heartily his instruction in elocution. It was a pleas-
ure and an inspiration to hear the Doctor declaim a fine 
piece of prose or poetry, and such phrases as Homer's 
· "poluphloisboio thalasses" as he rolled them out, still ring 
in my ears. He was patient but exacting in his demands, 
and spared himself no pains for our improvement. Was 
it any wonder if students' efforts were sometimes felt as 
a burden? I recall a letter he wrote me the year after grad-
uation, saying, "I am now through with my spring trouble, 
the Senior speeches." 
In later years of the course he was our instructor in 
rhetoric, English literature, logic, Paley's Evidences of 
Christianity" and Kame's "Elements of Criticism." Blair's 
Rhetoric was, on the whole, perhaps not a great favorite 
with Sophomores, and was one of the hardest of our week-
ly tasks; but in rhetoric the Doctor was completely at home, 
and there was probably little work in the whole college 
course that was better done. The course in logic was too 
short to accomplish very much; but supplemented as it was 
by weekly debating in · the literary societies, it was by no 
means time wasted .. I am unable after -so long an interval 
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to estimate how much Paley did for us. My recollection 
of the arguments and evidences is still somewhat more vivid 
than of most of my text books, though I have not seen the 
book since my Senior year. For Kame's "Elements of 
Criticism" I fancy I was then too immature to profit by it 
in the highest degree. The Doctor's treatment of English 
literature, was, I think, inadequate. It was a sort of general 
survey of the earlier periods of the literature which we took 
down at the Doctor's dictation, i. e., a skeleton outline of 
the best authors and their chief works. with a short sum-
mary judgment of values. Such a skeleton outline might 
have served admirably for filling in if we had been re-
quired to read widely for ourselves. But this was not re-
quired nor expected of us. Contemporary English literature, 
for example Tennyson or Browning, Newman or Ruskin, 
was not touched at all. and we did not come down even to 
Wordsworth and Shelley ;::,nd Keats. American literature 
was not treated at all. I cannot see that this course has 
ever affected or influenced my knowledge of English liter-
ature. 
There was at the time no college library to supplement 
the Doctor's instruction. The so-called library occupied at 
that time only a single room---that to the right of the chapel 
entrance on the second floor---and there was little in it ex-
cept congressional reports and a few old volumes of an-
tiquarian interest. It was never opened to students, and 
probably only annual debaters ever worked there, I re-
member working there with "Niles' Register," and some 
other similar publications, on my annual debate. The stu-
dents were not averse to reading, but had to depend en-
tirely upon the libraries of the Calhoun and Preston Liter-
ary Societies. These were much used. When I entered 
college some of the upper classmen started a laudable move-
ment to stimulate reading in current literature, forming a 
reading society with a small fee for the purchase of cur-
rent periodicals. The magazines were left in the room of 
John Woods and Ed. Patridge---right wing, third floor 
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front (left). and Partridge acted as librarian, I think. Lewis 
Cannon was one of the chief' movers in this, and one of the 
most assiduous readers. But this reading circle continued 
only a year or two. 
But I am getting away from the Doctor. He was 
at this time a rather striking figure. He wore in cool wea-
ther a cloak---such as that worn by John C. Calhoun in his 
portraits and statues---and it was very becoming to him. 
It made him appear taller---he was of medium height---and 
his gait seemed to conform naturally to its soft folds. His 
brown wig made him appear a bit younger than was quite 
natural, but the combination of this with his blue eyes and 
good complexion and expressive features made a fine im-
pression---that of a dignified, handsome man. At least the 
Doctor always seemed handsome when he preached. He 
appeared in the pulpit always, even in the morning, in the 
old-fashioned swallow tail dress coat. It seemed right for 
him to dress up in his best for the pulpit, for this was his 
throne of power. He read hymns as nobody else could, 
the scripture lesson in his utterance was impressive, and 
when he got fully under way in his discourse one felt there 
was a master at least so far as form went. His 
prayers, though eloquent, were long. I remember a Fresh-
man from Florida by my side one Sunday morning ejacu-
lated from his tired knees, "Lord. will he never stop? " J 
do not know whether the Doctor had any tricks of oratory 
or not. There was a story that once in Columbia when 
with fervent gesture he knocked the big Bible fr~m ihe 
cushion to the floor, William C. Preston congratulated him 
on the effect. It may have been the first sermon I ever 
heard him preach at Cokesbury---when apostrophizin~ the 
aged Jacob, he said with great dramatic effect. "Go to 
your couch, old man!" He had succeeded somehow in 
bringing the Hebrew patriarch vividly before the eyes of his 
congregation, so that the scene and the phrase abide 'k:ih 
me. I doubt if the Methodist Church in South Carolina ever 
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had a more consummate master of all the outward forms 
of pulpit oratory. 
I was four years a pupil of the Doctor's---1868-72---
and four years his colleague in the fuculty---187 5-79. 
Naturally my recollections from the latter period are not 
so vivid as they are from the former. In my student days the 
Doctor's barouche and bay horse---"old Baldy," we called him 
---were as well known as the Doctor himself. "Old Baldy" 
was not a fast horse, and old Woffordites of the time will 
remember the witticism attributed to Professor Duncan. He 
was on his way down town, at a gait more like a fox-trot 
than a walk, when the Doctor stopped and called to him. 
"Get in, Professor Duncan." "Thank you, Doctor, I'm 
in a hurry," said the genial Scotch-Irishman. 
Jn my professorial period the bay ·had been replaced 
by an old gray, and 1 remember the Doctor entertained the 
faculty---it was more of an entertainment than he was per-
haps aware---with an account of a recent illness of old 
gray 's; and how it upset the gravity even of Dr. Carlisle 
when the doctor told how in his quandary he had called 
in Zach Whiteside---tben a Sophomore or Junior---because 
Zach had had a mule of his team die a short time ago. To 
this day I recall the pleasure a written account of that facul-
ty-meeting gave to Dr. DuPre, who had gone to Virginia 
to be president of Martha Washington College. 
But if the good Doctor had his idiosyncracies, which were 
accented with the years, peculiarities which even students 
laughed at, everybody recognized in him "a gentleman of the 
old school"; a professor with an over-supply of troublesome 
nerves and somewhat given to coddling himself; but con-
scientious and guided by a high sense of duty, a man of real 
culture, and a most wholesome influence in a college com-
munity. To all that I might say in commendation of the 
good old Doctor, I am sure every Wofford student that 
knew him would give most hearty approval. Perhaps the 
old Wofford faculty were not great scholars, but they were 
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a set of gentlemen of the highest character; and one of 
the chief of these noble gentlemen was Dr. Whitefoord 
Smith. 
WOFFORD CAMPUS SIXTY YEARS AGO 
(By Mrs. Alice A. Wallace.) 
In 1854 Wofford College opened its doors to the 
world. 
In speaking of the five notable men who composed 
the first faculty, I shall take them in the order of their houses 
as they stood in a semi-circle reaching to and beyond the 
college. The President's house was the brick. three-story 
building. 
The first president, Dr. (afterwards Bishop) William 
M. Wightman, was an accomplished scholar, close student 
and a magnificant preacher. The chief impression of him 
made on my youthful mind was of moral and intellectual 
strength. Like a great rock he stood immovable for truth 
and righteousness. 
Dr. Wightman resigned from Wofford in 1859, to 
become president of the college at Greensboro, Ala. This 
first break in the campus circle was lamented by all. 
Professor David Duncan, head of the chair of An-
cient _Languages, Jived next door, placed there, as Dr. Car-
lisle fold me, by the request of Dr. Wightman, on account 
of the long acquaintance and intimacy of the two families, 
formed when Dr. Wightman and Professor Duncan were 
brother professors at Randolph Macon college. Prof. Dun-
can was born 1791 in the north of Ireland of Scotch Pres-
byterian ancestry, was educated at the University of Glas-
gow and came to the United States in 181 7. He presided 
over a classical school in Norfolk. Va., for nearly twen-
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ty years, and was called to the chair of Ancient Languages 
in Randolph Macon college when that institution was 
founded, in 1836. 
When Wofford College was founded, in 1854, he was 
·called to the same chair in that institution, where he spent 
the remainder of his long life, in his latter years as professor 
emeritus. He had one of the largest and best appointed li-
braries that l have ever seen in upper South Carolina. The 
use of this library, with his experienced scholarship as a 
guide in reading, was of great value to the young people of 
his family. Prof. Duncan's intense love and constant study 
of classical literature was proverbial among his acquain-
tances. 
Wallace Duncan, the future bishop, Professor Dun-
can's fourth son. came to Wofford college a boy of four-
teen. 
We all know Wallace Duncan's career---how closely 
,identified he was with the college as student, financial agent, 
professor and trustee; of how when called to be bishop of 
his church he threw all his tremendous energies into hi-s 
work until he laid down his armor and went to rest. 
Equally well known to Spartanburghers was his wife, 
Medora Rice Duncan, the queenly woman who for so many 
years stood by his side, a ministering angel from her ra-
diant youth when l first saw her, until he was laid to rest 
in beautiful Oakwood. 
Wallace's older brother, the gallant Major David R. 
Duncan, after serving in the Confederate army until the 
close of hostilities, while Wallace served as chaplain, came 
back to a dismantled South, and helped to build up the 
small village of Spartanburg into one of the most impor-
tant cities of this section. Major Duncan was already an 
alumnus of Randolph Macon college. when he came to 
Spartanburg, but he spent some years on· Wofford campus, 
both before and after his marriage; was for years a trus-
tee of Wofford, and she was only second to his Alma Mater 
in his affections. 
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Next in order comes the youngest member of the fac-
ulty, James H. Carlisle, professor of Mathematics. 
That venerable form, that severe countenance are fa-
familiar to most Spartanburghers, but few are left who saw 
him as he was at twenty-nine years of age. 
As far back as I can remember him, I was struck with 
the majestic dignity so characteri·stic of him. Great teach-
er, great speaker, great man. 
Wofford campus was happy in having him within her 
circle fifty-five years. 
In almost my last conversation with Dr. Carlisle, he 
~poke with feeling and eloquence of the first faculty: "Never 
a college family happier or more congenial, more harmo-
nious," he said. 
He also told me that in 1854 Church street, now one 
of the city's fashionable boulevards, was like a country 
road. 
Dr. Whitefoord Smith, professor of Belles Lettres, liv-
ed in the house between Dr. Carlisle and the college. As 
I write his name his intellectual sensitive face rises before my 
mind's eye. 
His taste in English literature was said to be well nigh 
faultless. His surpassing gifts of voice and pulpit oratory 
made him, without controversy, the Chrysostom of South 
Carolina Methodism. He trained the Wofford students to a 
high standard of oratory and declamation. 
Professor Warren DuPre, of the chair of Chemistry 
and Natural Science, had the only house beyond the col-
lege, where three residences now stand. This noble gen-
•tleman appeared to me the embodiment of the highest 
qualities of the Cavalier and the Puritan combined. He 
had an ease and polish of manner which would have made 
bim equally at home in a king's palace or in a cottage. 
In addition to his talents as a scientist, he was a fine 
speaker and an extremely graceful orator, and had been 
from his college days, as I was ~old by Professor David 
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Duncan, who had been his preceptor at old Randolph Ma-
con at Boydton, Va. 
, I happened to attend the first ~offord commence-
ment after Professor DuPre's death, which occurred at Ab-
ington, Va., where he was president of a college. Dr. Ca.r-
lisle in a very beautiful tribute to Professor DuPre said 
one of the rarest things on earth is a perfectly unselfish ma~. 
Then he added with emphasis, "One such man walked this 
ampus for more than twenty years." Dr. Carlisle's tribute 
~as not exaggerated, as many now living can testify. 
Our second president, Or. Albert M. Shipp, w~s teach-
ing in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hl'll when 
called to Wofford in 1859. 
His family formed a valuable addiHon to the campus 
circle as well as to the society of the trnvn. 
Or. Shipp was a capable writer, author of a History ?f 
Methodism and a distinguished preacher, having been .m 
the actual ministry until some throat trouble compelled him 
to withdraw from the regular work ot an itinerar,c. 
His baccalaureate addresses to hi~ graduating clas!Ses 
were among the finest that I have ever heard. Even ;o this 
late day they linger in my memory as models of gr tee. heau-
ty and solid wisdom. 
His household were so strongly intrenched in the af-
fections of their associates that when, in 187 5, Dr. Shipp 
accepted a chair in Vanderbilt, the giving up of this charm-
ing family was like a real bereavement to the campus. 
The administration of Or. Shipp's successor, Dr. James 
H. Carlisle, is too recent to require much comment. It was 
read and known of all men. Hi~ influence extended far beyond the college. His 
power over the minds and affections of his fellow citizens 
was something phenomenal and excited the astonishment 
of Or. Eliot, ex-president of Harvard, when he wa~ on a 
short visit to Spartanburg some years ago. Dr. Carhsle ex-
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celled in the spoken word. Some of his addresses made 
at di-fferent times in Spartanbu~ have been gathered in 
book form, and will well repay study. 
The women of the campu·s, each worthy of.a separate 
biography, represented a high type of Christian grace and 
of nineteenth century culture. In this group must be in-
cluded young Mrs. David Duncan (Major Duncan's wife), 
Mrs. Sallie Caston, Mrs. Carlisle's sister, who, after her hus-
band's death. made her home with Dr. and Mrs. Carlisle and 
Miss Free Henry, a woman of rare beauty and accomplish-
ments, an intimate friend of the DuPre's, with whom she 
made her home for years, and was looked on as a sister 
by the younger members of the family. 
Major Duncan's two elder daughters were always 
looked upon as campus children, and Mrs. Caston's three 
sons were regarded in the same light. These campus wo-
men distinguished themselves 1861-5 by their zealous work 
for the Confederate soldiers. One of their number was 
president of the Soldiers' Aid society of Spartanburg, and 
they contributed many garments cut and made by them-
selves, many home knit gloves and socks and other com-
forts to the huge boxes whkh were sent to the army. 
Children too young for any other work picked quantities 
of lint for the wounded. 
Wofford campus offered two costly sacrifices on the 
altar of the Southern Confederacy. Thomas Cary Dun-
can, son of Professor David Duncan, twenty years old, and 
just two years out of Wofford college, who fell mortally 
wounded in the battles around Richmond, in June 1862, and 
Whitefoord Smith, only son of Dr. Whitefoord Smith, a boy 
of eighteen, killed in August of the same year in the sec-
ond Battle of Manassas. 
If I remember aright, it was in the year of '62 that 
the graduating class received their diplomas without any 
commencement festivities, and went almost in ·a body to 
the war front, from whence some of them never returned. 
After that Wofford saw no more college classes until 1865. 
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John W. Shipp, son of Wofford's second president, 
old enough to be in the army a year or two, and Daniel 
Alston DuPre, son of Prof. DuPre, who went in as a mere 
fad out of the school room the last year of the war, were 
.fortunate enough to come back alive. 
Professor Duncan's youngest son, D'Arcy Duncan, 
a Citadel cadet, was encamped on Wofford campus in the 
latter weeks of the war, with the cadet corps and its com-
manding officers. 
It may not be generally known that one of these ca-
dets, young Thomas Johnson of Newberry, brother of Mr. 
William Johnson, a prominent business man of Newberry, 
died on the campus at the house of Dr. Carlisle, having 
been tenderly cared for in his last illness by Dr. and Mrs. 
Carlisle. Many years afterwards I was talking with the 
young man's mother in her home at Newberry. In her ad-
vanced age (she was some years past eighty) she retained 
a grateful remembrance of the kindness shown her son; 
spoke particularly of the very beautiful floral tributes plac-
ed on the casket by the ladies. 
The educational advantages of the campus children 
were excellent. Besides the Wofford preparatory school, 
there was a female academy and the Methodist college for 
girls. The latter imported from somewhere or other very 
fine music masters, of whom at least two were Germans. 
devoted heart and soul to the high classical music. Spar-
tanburg's deserved reputation as a musical center is but an 
evolution from those early days. 
Facing the site of Carlisle Hall was a brnad, open 
space where the children played; the boys flew their kites, 
and boys and girls played prisoners' base and other games. 
On the edge of the campus was a ravine with trees grow-
ing on its sides, large rocks for seats, a grape vine swing, 
and a little brook purling through the middle, where the 
girls liked to play. The car of modern progress came along 
in the guise of the Southern railway, and with its remose-
Jess wheels swept this romantic dell out of existence. We 
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got instead the line between Charlotte and Atlanta, which 
we called "the Airline," behuse at that time we did not 
know any other air line. 
I wonder how many remember the long bridge over 
this ravine with paths leading to it from the professors' 
houses which so much shortened the walk to town. Part 
of that walk is now so criss-crossed by tracks of the South-
ern and the C. C. & 0. that it is the part of prudence to 
keep away from it. 
The campus children had also indoor sports, among 
them graces and battledoor and shuttle-cock. 
I was recently in a crowd of intelligent, educated wo-
men ranging in age from twenty-five years up. Some al-
lusion being made to these o'ld amusements, I was surprised 
to find that not one of them had ever seen them, one of 
them saying she had never heard of such things. 
Why doesn't someone gather up some of these old 
playthings with a few spinning wheels and put them in a 
college museum, that the children of the coming age may 
not be totally ignorant of the recreations and occupations 
of their ancestors? 
Did the limits of this sketch permit, I should be glad 
to speak at length of Mrs. John and Mrs. Louisa Bobo Car-
lisle and their family, loved and esteemed, who lived so 
lllear the charmed line of the circle as to be considered amon.e; 
f'ours," of Mrs. Moultrie the gentle low-country lady, right on 
the edge, no doubt affectionately remembered by some Spar-
tanburghers, and Rev. Archibald Lester, one of the later 
Wofford professors, one of the kindest and most com-
panionable of men, loved by the students and also by his 
fellow-townsmen, among whom he lived on North Church 
street. 
The original faculty and many members of their fam-
ilies have passed away. Those left are striving like their 
fathers to serve God and their country. I pray that it may 
be long before some one will have to write an apprecia-
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tion of the president who at this time so ably serves Wof-
ford college, his adopted State and Methodism at large. 
BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE 
To the Editor of the Bulletin: 
In complying with your request for a short article 
for The Bulletin I wish to call the attention of Wofford men 
and other college men and women to what seems to me 
the greatest and least appreciated social sin of our State 
and of all Southern States. It is the failure to supply the 
moral and intellectual gospel found in good books. Intel-
ligent men and women of the North and West wonder at our 
indifference and lack of understanding of the importance 
of books for the people more than at any other Southern 
characteristic. Looking at the matter either on its merits 
or in contrast with conditions in other States, the lack of 
public libraries in the South seems a strange anomaly. It 
connotes a curious unconsciousness of the meaning of 
books in the education and achievement of the people. 
This lack of appreciation by nearly all the Southern peo-
ple of the dynamic force of free access to the best books 
is indeed hard to explain. 
The want of books means denial of the opportunity 
to men and women to continue the education begun in the 
public schools. No institutions are so popular as the pub-
lic and private schools, and nothing is so neglected as the 
duty of providing opportunity for all the people to contin-
ue education after school days. Even in the backwoods 
communities it has come to be considered that the sign of 
narrowness and selfishness is opposition to liberal taxes 
for the schooling of children. Every lover of his kind is 
made glad by seeing the new light in the eye, the new hope 
.in the life of children who come from homes cheerless 
from poverty, without beauty and without books, to live 
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a few hours each day in school buildings whose dignity im-
presses them with the gre~tness of their opportunity and 
in association with teachers who impart to them aspiration. 
In school, boys and girls discover that on -books they must 
rely as the chief source of intellectual progress; that in 
books are preserved the best things that men have ever said 
or done; and that real progress either of the individual or 
the community must be founded on this recorded knowledge. 
To emphasize the value of books, to teach what is to be 
found in books and the use of books as a means of ad-
vancement in mechanics, in commerce, in social science, 
in all that goes to make success in business and development 
in culture, we spend millions every year. And in a great 
degree we succeed in introducing boys and girls to books and 
in having them to rely on books as the chief source of in-
tellectual life. Then at the close of school days, we turn 
them out to intellectual starvation; and the sad story of ar-
rested development begins. 
Here the lapse of education occurs. We act as if 
we believed in the theory that books as a means of educa-
tion and culture are not necessary after school days are over. 
We teach the value of books and reliance on books and 
then deny books. We present the vision of delicious food 
out of reach. Need we go much further to account for 
the deficiency in mechanical and agricultural invention and 
enterprise, and in intellectual productiveness of the South 
as compared with other countries and other sections of the 
Union? 
Are not our people as a whole strangely blind to the 
obvious in another respect? May the fact not be stated 
without irreverence that they have not acquired a sense 
of proportion in valuing churches and public libraries? 
Christianity claims the doctrine for itself over the other 
religions of the world that intellectual progress is a necessary 
concomitant of religion---that the duty to carry light is no 
less than the duty to carry sweetness. Yet throughout the 
South in almost every village, there are found four or five 
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church buildings expressing inconsequential shades and tints 
of religious conception, while in the entire community no 
institution of any kind is provided or even thought of for 
the cultivation and illumination of the minds of the men and 
women upon whose intelligence the virtue and progress of 
the community depend. Allowing every benefit that can 
be claimed for religious or sectarian organization, the 
Christian of true vision will not fail to perceive that peo-
ple of a village or town hav~ not acquired a true sense of 
proportion when they contnbute twenty thousand dollars 
a year to support its purely religious association and noth-
ing to the education or enlightenment of its adult popu-
lation. True vision also makes evident the lack of a sense 
of proportion in a city which expends millions in the build-
ing and support of churches, in indulgence of differing re-
ligious conceptions and nothing in building and supporting 
a public library. 
The complacent answer, we are getting on very well 
and making progress without concerning ourselves about 
public libraries or other facilities for free adult education. 
So our ancestors in their excess of individualism said about 
free schools, with the result that for their sins our teeth 
are set on edge by the humHiating fact that every Southern 
State may even now be identified by its excessive per cen-
tum of white illiteracy. We are not doing well enough. 
Some progress the South is making, but neither in letters, 
nor agriculture, nor mechanics, nor in any other field of 
endeavor does it take the initiative or set the pace. It never 
can until it gives the masses of its men and women a chance 
to learn that by free access to great books which communities 
in other countries and other states have provided as a neces-
sity. 
There is another considerati'on which ought to pro-
duce intense enthusiasm for public libraries. The thing of 
~.11 others which vitalizes both ·the ·public and private life of 
a community is enlightened discussion of significant sub-
jects. ·. ·Discussion does not · mean, as some· persons seem 
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to think, the mere assertion of haphazar~ ::ipinions having 
no other foundation than tradition or individual environ-
ment. It means the attrition of minds informed by con-
tact with the best results of investigation and reasoning 
about essential things. From such attrition comes fire, light, 
enthusiasm, force, achievement. Is not the chief disad-
vantage of the South the lack of discussion in politica\ 
life due to the allegiance to one political party and the 
lack of access to books that count? 
It is true that there has been intellectual as well as 
material progress; but the impartial student of the subject 
finds himself depressed by the much greater progress ot 
those sections of the Union where provision is made for 
the continuation of education after school days. The pub -
lic library is the university not only of the poor, but of the 
entire adult population of a community. 
The assertion sometimes made as an argument that 
the masses will not read good books is scarcely worth no-
tice; for experience has proved it untrue. A public library 
is a collection of the best books made to circulate and en-
lighten by the aggressive activity of a trained librarian, just 
as learning is carried to students by the aggressive activity 
of college professors and religion by the aggressive activity 
of its ministers. The gospel of religious faith is not greater 
than the gospel of intellectual- light. A public library stwd~ 
on the same plane as the church, the school, the univer-
sity. 
So far nothing has been said of the necessity of a pul'-
lic library to the efficiency of the schools. The er.ri~cta­
tion that teachers will produce the best results w:thout hav-
ing for themselves and their scholars the aid Jf the best 
books on all subjects is like hopin~ that a man with one 
ieg will win a race. Those who have s~en the effect of a 
public li1'rary on school activity will ·bea: witness that 1he 
familiarity of teacher and· scholar with the culture disclosed 
in its books vitalizes the tasks of the schOol room, de-
velops taste in ·reading, and· imparts· a sense of proportion 
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in mental processes not to be derived frl)m any c.ther source. 
Beyond these somewhat practical con~· idrrations, a 
public library has a sentimental value not mui:h thr;ught 
of, but which it would be hard to overestimate. In eve1y 
community there are many men and wom~n , more Lhan 
we ever know, living in pain, or sorrow. or 1011elin~ss. or 
neglect. To many such men and women the opening of .::.. 
public library is the opening of a treasury of relief and solace. 
In considering whether the people of the Southern 
States and especially their men and women of means have 
estimated at their true value public libraries as a means of 
popular education, we seem almost blind to what the peo-
ple of other states are doing. The view is unpleasant and 
humiliating. Turning to the Report of the Bureau of Ed-
ucation on Libraries covering the year 1913, and taking 
states of different sections at random, we find these fig-
ures as to Public and Society Libraries containing over 
1,000 volumes; Connecticut had 179. New Hampshire 192, 
Wisconsin 145, Kansas 87, Virginia 21, Alabama 26, and 
South Carolina 13. In volumes Connecticut had 1,781.000, 
New Hampshire 1, 113,000, Wisconsin 1,43 8,ooo, Kansas 
668,000, Virginia 208,000, Alabama 240,000, and South 
Carolina 155 ,ooo. The books issued to readers by these 
libraries for the year 1913 were in Connecticut 3, 185,ooo, 
in New Hampshire 1,297,000, in Wisconsin 3,987,000, in 
Kansas 1,120,000, in Virginia 122,000. in Alabama 266,-
000, and in South Carolina 103 ,ooo. The income provided 
in Connecticut for the support of these libraries was $386,-
ooo, New Hampshire $235,ooo, Wisconsin $529.ooo, 
Kansas $146,ooo, Virginia $43,ooo, Alabama $31,000, 
and South Carolina $15 ,ooo. 
Analysis of these figures shows a depressing con-
trast. South Carolina has a white populaUon of over 679,-
ooo and New Hampshire of 430,000. South Carolina has 
less than· one-fourteenth as many libraries as New ·Hamp-
.shire and less than one-seventh the number of volumes 
in its ·libraries. · · The citizens of South Carolina used .Jess 
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than one-twelfth as many , volumes as the citizens of New 
Hampshire, and the income of the libraries of New. Hamp-
shire is more than fifteen times that of South Carolina. In 
Massachusetts there is not a si_ngle town without a fret! 
public library. 
Some persons balked by any difficulty. undertake to 
meet all this by saying that public libraries however de-
sirable are not practicable in the South because the whites 
and Negroes would have equal right to use the ~ibrarie.s 
and that such common access would produce an 1mposs1·-
ble condition. It is sufficient to say that those communi-
ties which have boldly met the issue have had no trouble 
with the Negroes. The Negroes themselves have recogniz-
ed the impracticability of common use of a public library 
by the two races and have been content with a few suitable 
books in their schools for the use of the small number of 
their race who can be induced to read books. 
C. A.WOODS. 
Marion, S. C., June 30, 1917. 
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, 
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRF.SS 
OF AUGUST 24TH, 1912. 
Of the Wofford College Bulletin, Published Quarterly at 
Spartanburg, South Carolina, for Aprit 1917. 
ST A TE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 
County of Spartanburg. 
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State and 
County aforesaid. personally appeared A. G. Rembert, who 
having been duly ·sworn according to la:w, deposes and says 
that he is the· editor of The Wofford College Bulletin, and 
that the following is to 'the best of my knowledbe and be-
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lief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., 
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above 
caption required by the act of August 24th, 1912, em-
bodied in Section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations, print-
ed on the reverse of this form, to wit: 
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher and 
managing editor are: 
Publisher: Wofford Alumni Association, SpartanbL1rg, 
s. c. 
Managing Editor: A. G. Rembert. Spartan!JL1rg, S. C. 
A. G. REMBERT. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th 
day of March, 1917. 
(Seal) FRANK C. ROGERS, 
Notary Public. 
(My commission expires at the pleasure of the Governor.) 
